We present a predictive Geometric Stress Index (pGSI) and its relation to behavioural Entropy 11 (bE). bE is a measure of the complexity of an organism's reactivity to stressors yielding patterns 12 based on different behavioural and physiological variables selected as surrogate markers of stress 13 (SMS). We present a relationship between pGSI and bE in terms of a power law model. This 14 nonlinear relationship describes congruences in complexity derived from analyses of observable 15 and measurable SMS patterns interpreted as stress. The adjective geometric refers to 16 subdivision(s) of the domain derived from two SMS (heart rate variability and steps frequency) 17 with respect to a positive/negative binary perceptron based on a third SMS (blood oxygenation).
INTRODUCTION
This paper is an extension of our previous spectral theory of human stress, Kloucek Figure 1 . Typical probability densities of the stress indicatrix pertaining to Subject 4. The densities are computed using 1, 828 data points representing 54, 850 seconds at 30 stroboscopic resolution using histograms based on 60 bins. All three densities are very close to normal distribution and possess approximate self-similarity.
tissues.
126

RESULTS
The Predictive Geometric Stress Index (pGSI) 127 We propose a view of some of the acquired SMS leading to the definition of pGSI. 128 Consider three time-discrete vectors X = {x(t i )} n i=1 , Y = {y(t i )} n i=1 , n ≫ 1, and Z = {z(t i )} n i=1 corresponding to three different sets of data representing HFV, SF and SO 2 . These quantities have different physical units and different ranges. We remove these discrepancies by projecting segmented sub-vectors on the complexity space provided by the Hurst exponent Mandelbrot and Van Ness (1968) or, equivalently, by the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension Peitgen, Jügen, and Saupe (1992) . Using time equidistant coarse-grained segmentation {t m } k m=1 , we compute H : (x(t m ), x(t m+1 )) → (0, 1],
We compute such projections for all three quantities yielding coarse-grained complexity images of 129 the three time-discrete vectors. We denote the new vectors by H(X), H(Y) and H(Z), respectively. 
where E [.] represents the mean of the enclosed quantity. 134 Considering the triples {H(X) m , H(Y) m , γ m } k m=1 ∈ (0, 1) 2 × {−1, 1} we solve an optimization problem 135 providing "optimal", possibly closed, curve(s) defining subdomains Ω + j and
=(min(H(HFV)), max(H(HFV))) × (min(H(SF)), max(H(SF))). Finally, we define pGSI, denoted τ, by
pGSI Neutrality Baseline 145 We consider τ (·, ·; ·) = 1 2 as the baseline. This approach is justified by the following observation. Let the underlining discrete time-series X, Y and Z be normally distributed and self-similar.
Then it is plausible to assume that
The normality assumptions are true in our computations. Normality distribution accompanied by 146 self-similarity of the chosen surrogate markers for stress is fundamental to characterize the The predictive Stress Resistance Index (pRSI) is a further refinement of the pGSI concept. It is 169 based on the idea that the more data points are away from the hypoxemia -nonrmhypoxemia 170 complexity boundary the more resistance to stress a subject will be.
171
The resistance index, θ, is defined as follows. Let
pSRI is then given by, c.f., the left drawing at Figure 5 173
The pGSI is a global index. It can be achieved by uncountably many different configurations of dots correspond to γ = −1, the green dots correspond to γ = 1, i.e., to normoxemia 177 perceptrons.
178
Comparing pGSI and pRSI for healthy Subject 6 (data are available upon request from authors) 179 we conclude, as an example of the application of the pGSI/pRSI combination, that while pGSI of 180 the Subject 6 ranks fourth, its pRSI is much lower with respect to the control group. This 
The Hurst exponent, H, denotes the complexity index of acquired normally distributed SMS,
185 denotes a jump of an enclosed quantity, i.e., We adopt the following localized time discrete notion of the entropy of behavioral complexity
The above definition of the localized entropy is a sum of signed strengths of the complexity 191 discontinuities.
192
The definition of bE, (8), accounts also for the history of attaining certain complexity states unlike 193 its definition (7) that accounts only for the sign of the difference between initial and terminal 194 state.
195
The idea behind the (8) definition is that bE should be negative if the system evolves, with some We propose a power law model relating pGSI to respective bE(·) having the form the binary perceptron γ given by (2). The time-series V represents the remaining quantities. 203 We identify the power law quantities, α ∈ R and β ∈ R, by solving the following non-linear
τ (H(X), H(Y); γ) is given by (3).
204
The different power laws relating pGSI to bE of different patterns might explain the relation 205 between stress and complexity tendencies of SMS time-series. We include the following example as 206 an illustration. Consider X representing HF, Y SF complexities and Z SO 2 in the form of its 207 binary perceptron γ. The computational results indicate, e.g., that
solving (10).
209
Scaling laws are shown in Table 2 and visualised by Figure 3 . The data summarised by 
DISCUSSION
The main idea behind our approach is to use three dimensional phase spaces to model human 288 stress. Our approach is based on the use of SO 2 as the binary perceptron as well as HFV and SF 289 as surrogate markers for SMS.
290
The pGSI index separates high physical activity from what we interpret as mental stress. Our The results obtained using the geometric indices are very similar to those based on spectral theory 297 Kloucek and von Gunten (2018). However, the spectral concept is very different from the geometric approach suggests our approach is promising.
315
The novelty of the proposed model of stress allows for prediction of building of a stress. Steps Frequency 1 Steps Frequency 1 Steps Frequency 1 Steps Frequency 1 Steps Frequency 1 Table 13 . The variance of the SMS for Subject 6. The variance was obtained from 642 equidistant time segments of acquired data encompassing about 15 hours of data acquisition.
